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About This Game

Vault resort is an escape room game, that takes place in a big vault with all the surroundings of a castle, taking full advantage of
VR.

- A unique teleporting control system guarantees that your are always at the right spot of each puzzle/room/area.
- You can walk around with no need to take care about your physical space- this is all handled by the game

- A calibration room will allow you get comfortable in VR
- The gameplay takes place in a seamless world, you can enter all rooms and areas without loading screens.

Enjoy maximum immersion with Vault Resort.
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Game crashes all the time, and crashes steam every time I exit. I don't know if the game was bugged out or not, but I couldn't
even get out of the first room no matter what I did.

I like the idea of the game, but it's essentially unplayable for me. Not recommended.. Game crashes all the time, and crashes
steam every time I exit. I don't know if the game was bugged out or not, but I couldn't even get out of the first room no matter
what I did.

I like the idea of the game, but it's essentially unplayable for me. Not recommended.. I cannot get past the first room! The
hidden switch does nothing obvious and I cannot find any way of opening the door. The rope attached to the large dangling
weight also randomly fixes itself in mid air. On top of this the game crashes upon quit which means I need to restart steamvr
and force close the game.

In its current state. Avoid.. I can highly recommend this VR game! I have played it more than 1 hour and it has never been
boring. It's a bit tricky to get through the riddles, but it makes it more challanging than most other games. However, the riddles
are logical. What I particularly liked was the clear explanation on the features in the beginning. It's implemented like an open
world game, but it appears like an escape room game. I bearly hit the chaperone borders (my room is approx. 3.20x3m), I never
felt caged.. I cannot get past the first room! The hidden switch does nothing obvious and I cannot find any way of opening the
door. The rope attached to the large dangling weight also randomly fixes itself in mid air. On top of this the game crashes upon
quit which means I need to restart steamvr and force close the game.

In its current state. Avoid.. I can highly recommend this VR game! I have played it more than 1 hour and it has never been
boring. It's a bit tricky to get through the riddles, but it makes it more challanging than most other games. However, the riddles
are logical. What I particularly liked was the clear explanation on the features in the beginning. It's implemented like an open
world game, but it appears like an escape room game. I bearly hit the chaperone borders (my room is approx. 3.20x3m), I never
felt caged.
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